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Mela rabe jı xew iro,
Heta kengi mırißo bi,
Bı destê dıjmınê mıllet,
Ne ßerm e, ko tu kaßo bi?
Tu xwenda ye, tu zana ye,
Xulamê ßêx û axa ye,
Dıxwazım ko lı pêß mıllet,
Tu roni bi, weki ro bi.2
...

T

he above-quoted lines are taken from a poem by the famous 20th
century Kurdish poet Cegerxwîn, a penname meaning “bleeding heart.”
Cegerxwîn (1903–1984), who lived mostly in Syria, was himself
originally a mullah and was later known for his moving nationalist poetry.3
Titled “Mela Rabe ” (Mullah Wake up), this poem addresses Kurdish mullahs
and asks them to enlighten the nation.
Mehmed Emin Bozarslan is a shining example of the idealized mullah
in Cegerxwîn’s poem, precisely because Bozarslan’s life story is one of
commitment to voicing his people’s problems. What makes him exceptional is
the fact that he had a critical and oppositional voice and was in dialogue and
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debate with various social and political agents and institutions such as sheikhs,
tribal chieftains, mullahs/muftis, leftist intellectual circles in Turkey, the
Kurdish left and the Turkish nation-state embodied in such “nation-state
apparatus” as the Diyanet 3ßleri Baßkanlıgı (Presidency of Religious Affairs),4
the courts and prisons. Starting with his first books from the 1960s onward,
one can see that Bozarslan’s expression of Kurdish concerns was shaped by
various social and political developments of his times. In this sense, rather than
having an unchanging worldview, Bozarslan went through an intellectual
evolution reflective of his inner tensions and, at times, contradictions. It is
possible to view these tensions as a result of his attempt to work out through
the given legal and constitutional channels to come up with a solution to the
existing social, cultural and political problems of the Kurds in Turkey. In this
sense, Bozarslan’s discourse has been colored by a socialist-revolutionary
interpretation of Islam, one that has especially been influenced by the Islamic
socialist model promoted by Nasser in Egypt in the 1960s, the leftist discourse
in the 1960s and 70s in Turkey, and Western European democratic and
multicultural systems after 1979, when Bozarslan left Turkey for Sweden.
Despite its different manifestations and articulations, however, the continuous
and consistent concern characterizing Bozarslan’s work has been to give voice
to the oppressed Kurds in Turkey.
Bozarslan was born in 1934 in a village in the district of Lice in Diyarbakır.
His father was a village mullah as well.5 He studied in various madrasas in
villages and towns and finished his unofficial madrasa education in 1956.
He also took primary school exams and received his primary school diploma.6
In 1959, he started serving as a mufti in various districts in the Kurdish regions.
His first book called Allah”a 3man (Belief in Allah) was published in 1960.
This “traditional” or “conventional” book is about the explanation of the belief
in God. Why do human beings believe in God? What are the fundamentals of
the belief in God? He addresses these questions with reference to various
Muslim and Western scholars and thinkers.
The more controversial book came out in 1964, when Bozarslan was mufti
of the district of Kulp in Diyarbakır, by the title of 3slâmiyet Açısından Íeyhlik
ve Agalık (Sheikhdom and Chieftainship from the Point of View of Islam).
In this book, he severely criticizes sheikhs and tribal chieftains in the Kurdish
regions for their oppression and exploitation of poor peasants:
In sum: sheikhs, chieftains and landlords have risen and are rising
[to power] together by pressing on the heads of our people. The aim
of these [sheikhs, chieftains and landlords] is nothing but to suck the
blood of the people. The wish of all is this [i.e., sucking the blood
of the people], but each of them is doing this job by a different way.
Nevertheless, put in one single word, all of them are robbing the people.
© 2009 Hartford Seminary.
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From all these fakery (hilebazlık), our people and our peasants come
out injured (zararlı). It is the people who work, [and yet] it is them who
eat. People are in poverty, [yet] they are in debauch (sefahat)! However,
their sultanate is gradually collapsing, God willing some time soon it will
be equal with the earth.7

Referring to the Qur’an and the sayings of the Prophet, he points to the
egalitarian characteristics of Islamic teachings.8 In this way he criticizes the
sheikhs’ use of their supposedly “holy lineage,” which is traced back to
the Prophet or his companions as a source of prestige and superiority against
common Kurdish peasants. Furthermore, he indicates that tariqatism
(tarikatçılık) is not something to be found in the original Islam:
If there had been tariqatism (tarikatçılık) in the religion of Islam, is it
not necessary that it should have existed since the time of the Prophet
and the companions and it should have come out of Mecca and Medina?
Is it possible for an institution to be Islamic, which was founded 5– 6
centuries after the Prophet in places that were not the origins of Islam?9

This book became very controversial in Kurdish regions at the time.
The mufti of the province of Diyarbakır, M. Salih Tanrıverdi,10 wrote a short
response to this book called 3nkâr Bulutlarını Sıyıran Bir Ißık (A Light Tearing
the Clouds of Denial ).11 On the one hand, Tanrıverdi claims that Bozarslan
denies tasawwuf, which is a branch of Islamic knowledge;12 on the other hand,
he notes that if Bozarslan is against the degenerate tariqatism, then he agrees
with Bozarslan.13 In 1965, Bozarslan published a pamphlet
by the title of Gerçekler Konußuyor (Truths are Speaking), in which he refutes
Tanrıverdi’s critique. He indicates that he does not deny the Islamic
knowledge/science (ilm) of tasawwuf, but he is against the oppression
and exploitation of poor people by sheikhs and tribal chieftains.14
In this pamphlet, Bozarslan indicates that there were some people who
asked the PRA to collect all copies of the book, burn them and dismiss
Bozarslan from the post of mufti.15 From the memoirs of some Kurdish political
activists at the time, such as Mehdi Zana, one can see that this book became
very controversial at that time in the Kurdish regions.16 “A real and revolutionary
man of religion,” he was dismissed from his post in 1965 “on account of
professing Kurdism and leftism.”17 He took his case to the Danıßtay (Council
of State) and won the case. However, he was appointed as the mufti of the
district of Íarköy in the province of Tekirdag in the Thrace.
Bozarslan’s most interesting book, Dogunun Sorunları (The Questions
of the East), was published in 1966. This book is characterized by a social
justice-oriented and socio-economic developmentalist discourse.18 In it,
Bozarslan analyzes the social, cultural and economic problems of the Eastern19
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regions of the country. A notable characteristic of the book is that each chapter
starts with the citation of the relevant article from the Constitution. To illustrate,
at the beginning of the second chapter titled “The Cultural Condition of
the East,” he refers to Article 50 of the Constitution: “It is one of the primary
duties of the state to meet the people’s needs of instruction and education
(Constitution, Article 50).”20 In the same chapter, he gives the figures regarding
schooling in villages in the East. He demonstrates how the East has been
underdeveloped in this regard as well.21 In fact, he notes that the East has been
underdeveloped not only with regard to education, but in all spheres of life.
And he indicates that this underdevelopment is interdependent:
The East, before everything else, is a totally underdeveloped/backward
( geri kalmıß: lagging behind) region. Development (kalkınma), on the
other hand, is a multidimensional question that does not have the
possibility of getting realized from one dimension [only]. The
development of a country, or a region, is also/simultaneously tied to
industry and transportation as much as it is tied to culture; because
social, economic and cultural matters are tied to each other . . .22

In this sense, he notes that economic and cultural developments are
the two fundamental areas for the development of the backward Eastern
regions of the country. As for economic development, he suggests that land
reform should be realized and industrialization projects should be put into
effect in the region.23 Regarding cultural development, Bozarslan emphasizes
the need to educate and bring literacy to the peasants. He stresses that primary
education in the East should be provided in Kurdish, since most do not
know Turkish. He indicates that this is in no way against Turkishness.
He gives the examples of Greek, Jewish and Armenian citizens of Turkey.
Education in their own mother tongues for Greek, Armenian and Jewish
fellow citizens is their constitutional right, since their mother tongue is not
Turkish, and this is not offensive to Turkishness. Moreover, he notes that
local radio stations should broadcast in Kurdish so that people can be
educated by listening to the radio and suggests that Kurdish music also
be broadcast.24
Bozarslan points to the particular forms of oppression that Eastern women
experience and criticizes the Turkish Women’s Union because of their lack of
knowledge and insensitivity to this group.25 He notes that the Turkish Women’s
Union declared the wife of the British prime minister as “Woman of the Year,”
and yet have not made an effort to raise the social, cultural and economic
levels of the poor women who are their fellow citizens.26 Bozarslan’s critique
focusing on the poor social status of Eastern (Kurdish) women demonstrates
that his standpoint was an antecedent to Kurdish women’s critiques of Turkish
feminist women in the pages of Kurdish women’s journals, such as Roza, Jûjîn
© 2009 Hartford Seminary.
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and Jin û Jîyan, which were published in 3stanbul in the second half of the
1990s.27
Dogunun Sorunları was republished by Avesta Publications in 3stanbul
in 2002. In the preface to the second edition, Bozarslan provides some
interesting autobiographical anecdotes. He indicates that he owned a
bookstore by the name of “Íafak Kitabevi” [Íafak Bookstore] in Diyarbekir.
His bookstore was a meeting place for his friends, who called it “The
academy.” There they used to chat about politics, language, culture and
literature. Bozarslan points out that it was the Kurdish question that was at the
core of Questions of the East, and if he were to write about developments, he
would write a separate book and call it The Kurdish Question rather than
Questions of the East.28
Bozarslan published the first Kurdish alphabet in Latin script in Turkey in
1968.29 For this, he was sent to jail for four months.30 In an interview conducted
in 1993, Bozarslan relates his memory of the publication of Alfabe (Alphabet)
and his arrest:
I decided as a Kurdish person and as a Kurdish writer to challenge the
undemocratic and inhumane policy of the Turkish state and publish this
book. I wrote and published it in 1968 in Istanbul. With the help of
my friends I distributed it throughout Kurdistan, Istanbul, and Ankara.
It was banned immediately.
When I went to Diyarbakır, they arrested me.
They took me to trial, and the court asked me, ‘Why did you write this?’
I said, ‘This language is a live language and people are speaking this
language, and as a person in this area, I wanted to help people learn to
read and write.’ But he sent me to prison, and on the paper he signed,
he wrote that my crime was to try to divide Turkey. He wrote that I tried
to divide Turkey through this book, which is only sixty-four pages. I was
in prison for four months. Then they released me but Alfabe was still
banned. The trial continued for six years, until 1974.
This book continues to be banned in Turkey. It was the first Kurdish
alphabet book in Latin in northern Kurdistan, and it is the only alphabet
book in the world that is banned.31

In 1968, he transliterated the Kurdish romance Mem û Zîn (Mem and Zîn) into
Kurdish-Latin script alongside its Turkish translation. Mem û Zîn, too, caused
alarm and Bozarslan was summond to court once again. Martin van Bruinessen
states that Bozarslan’s transliteration and translation of Mem û Zîn was the
most important Kurdish book to be published in Turkey in the 1960s and that
it made a huge impact as it reached a much bigger number of readers.32
Likewise, Muhsin Kızılkaya has said that Bozarslan’s publication of Mem û Zîn
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is the first bridge between classical Kurdish literature and that of today’s
generation.33
In 1969, Bozarslan published Hilafet ve Ümmetçilik Sorunu (The Question
of the Caliphate and Ummatism). In this work, Bozarslan presents a
socialist-revolutionary interpretation of Islam. The importance of this book,
although it is at most a translation of the Islamic socialism promoted by Nasser
in Egypt (particularly through the Azharite “ulama), is that Bozarslan’s stance
was far from “the disdain of the Kurdish left for Islam in the 1970s.”34 Instead,
thanks to his madrasa education and career as a mullah/mufti, he emphasizes
the egalitarian and social-justice basis of Islamic teachings. In this sense,
he argues that Islam is essentially a populist, democratic, republican and
revolutionary religion that ended the oppression and exploitation of the poor
by the rich in Mecca. The first glimpses of nepotism and favoritism were seen
during the third Caliph Uthman’s tenure. Starting with Muawiya, the institution
of the Caliphate practically and legally became invalid precisely because it
turned out to be a tool of exploitation and oppression of the poor at the hands
of monarchies. Hence, Bozarslan argues, the Caliphate turned into a
monarchy; thus, it became null and void a long time ago.
Like Dogunun Sorunları, in Hilafetçilik ve Ümmetçilik Sorunu, too,
Bozarslan evidences his firm belief in linear historical progress. He praises
anti-imperialist nationalist independence movements in Egypt, Algeria and
India35 and Nasser for his socialist-revolutionary policies. Moreover, he
indicates that all Islamist movements in the Middle East, such as the Muslim
Brotherhood, have been at the service of imperialism. He views the
establishment of the Republic and the abolition of the Caliphate as progressive
historical moments in Turkey. He sees the Republic to be more congruent
with the true nature and essence of Islam. He refers to the Menemen Event
of 1930 as a reactionary movement;36 yet he is silent about the Sheikh Said
Revolt in 1925. In his later works, however, he indicates that 1925 (the year
of the Sheikh Said Revolt) is remembered as “sala ßewatê ” (the year of
burning/fire) among the Kurds.37 Mesut Yegen indicates that the Devrimci
Dogu Kültür Ocakları (Revolutionary Eastern Culture Hearths (the first
Kurdish legal organization in Republican Turkey, founded in 1969 and closed
down after the March 12, 1971 Memorandum) viewed the Sheikh Said Uprising
as “a reactionary and feudal movement.”38 Hence, it seems possible to view
Bozarslan’s initial silence about the Sheikh Said Uprising as a reflection of the
tension emanating from his madrasa education and his relationship with
the Kurdish Left at the time.39
One significant observation about Bozarslan’s three works -3slamiyet
Açısından Íeyhlik ve Agalık, Dogunun Sorunları and Hilafet ve Ümmetçilik
Sorunu- is as follows: Bozarslan’s basic concern with the Kurdish issue pushed
© 2009 Hartford Seminary.
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him to the interpretations of the left, Islam and “feminism” from a perspective
informed by Kurdish social structure. It is thus no surprise that such an
experience results in a different interpretation of the left, Islam and feminism
compared to the Turkish left, Turkish Islam and Turkish feminism. In a way,
these three works can be seen as a precursor of the “separation” of Kurdish
versions of the left, Islam and feminism from their Turkish counterparts from
the late 1960s through the 1990s. This separation started first from the left with
the foundation of the Devrimci Dogu Kültür Ocakları (Eastern Revolutionary
Culture Hearths) in 1969 and continued in the following decades.40
Kurdish women’s independent organization started in the 1990s.41 As Lale
Yalçın-Heckmann’s and Martin van Bruinessen’s works in this essay indicate,
there has always been a “Kurdish Islam” different from “Turkified/State
Islam,”42 primarily because of the continuing madrasa tradition in the Kurdish
regions, though the foundation of Kurdish Islamic associations and
publications can first be seen in the 1990s. In this sense, the Med-Zehra
association and the publisher and journal Nûbihar are the best examples of
separate Kurdish-Islamic organizations.43
In 1969, Bozarslan resigned from his post as mufti.44 In 1971, after the
March 12 Memorandum, he was tried in the case of Devrimci Dogu Kültür
Ocakları.45 He was sent to jail once again and spent from 1971 to 74 in a
Diyarbakır military prison.46 After he got out of the prison, he published his
memoirs under the title 3çerdekiler ve Dıßardakiler (Those Inside and Those
Outside).47 Throughout the 1970s, he continued his research and translations.
He translated works of Jawaharlal Nehru, Naif Havatme and Jamal Abd
al-Nasser into Turkish. He translated Sharafname and the American diplomat
William Eagleton’s work The Kurdish Republic of 1946 into Turkish. The first
book of Kurdish short stories published in the Turkish Republic is Meyro,48
written by Bozarslan in 1979. It consists of ten short stories alongside their
Turkish translations. These stories are about the oppression, superstitions and
poverty of Kurdish peasants. His works prior to 1979 are mainly in Turkish,
whereas after that year he mostly writes in Kurdish.49
In 1979, Bozarslan left Turkey for Sweden and has been living there since
then. His publication and research activities continue. His work since leaving
Turkey has focused on the Kurdish language and literature. He has
transliterated the Ottoman-Kurdish newspaper Kurdistan (the first Kurdish
paper in history, published in 1898–1902 in Cairo, Geneva, London,
Folkestone), Kürd Teavün ve Terakki Gazetesi ( Journal of Kurdish Mutual
Aid and Progress) (published in 1908–1909 in 3stanbul) and Jîn (Life)
(published in 1918–1919 in 3stanbul) in the 1980s and 90s. He has also been
publishing collections of Kurdish oral literature such as folk tales, jokes and
animal fables. A consistent characteristic of these collections is that they
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include explanations of some vocabulary with reference to and examples from
Kurdish classical and oral literature.
Bozarslan’s most recent book is called Baxçê Zımên (The Garden of
the Language).50 This book is a kind of “etymological dictionary” of a large
number of Kurdish vocabularies which have common but wrong uses.
With reference to their uses in Kurdish classical and oral literature, Bozarslan
presents and explains why some common uses of these vocabularies are
wrong. This huge work, which is approximately 600 pages, includes the
vocabulary from the letter A to G. The rest will be published in two or three
more volumes. Bozarslan has also been working on a collection of Kurdish
idioms and proverbs, a comprehensive Kurdish dictionary and a Kurdish
grammar book. He plans to finish writing these works by 2010.51
All his works after leaving Turkey have been published by Deng Publisher
in Sweden. After the ban on publications in Kurdish was lifted in 1991 and
increasingly in the 2000s, Deng Publisher’s Turkish branch reprinted these
works there as well.
Since his departure from Turkey in 1979, Bozarslan’s works have focused
on the cultivation of the Kurdish language and literature.52 The multicultural
democratic polities of European countries have clearly shaped his discourse on
these issues. He views Kemalist nationalist policies as a total failure in Anatolia,
which has been a home to multiple cultures, languages and peoples. He is
severely critical of the homogenization and Turkification of different peoples
living in Anatolia. A lengthy and concise illustration of Bozarslan’s views and
suggested solutions based on European examples in this regard
is as follows:
How can an ideology that envisages the creation of a ‘single nation’
(tek ulus) be valid in a geography where Kurds, Turks, Lazes,
Circassians, Arabs live side by side and at some regions enmeshed
(iç içe) with one another! How can such an ideology be valid/applicable
(geçerli) in a geography constituted by a mosaic, colored by different
countries and regions, different national and ethnic identities, different
languages and cultures, different folklores and musics!
The only system that can be applicable in such geographies is a mode of
rule (yönetim biçimi) that is far from narrow nationalist doctrines and
based on complete equality of peoples, such as the Belgium type, such
as the Swiss type. Since all peoples would have equal rights, in such a
polity, there would not be a need for one even to throw a stone at
another.53

With his emphasis on multiculturalism and the equality of different people
from the same polity, Bozarslan’s discourse veers from the nationalist; rather,
it is shaped by a concern with the oppression and eradication of Kurdish
© 2009 Hartford Seminary.
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language, identity and culture in Turkey. This concern found its expression in
the translation of the writings of the leaders of the anti-imperialist nationalist
movements in the 1970s. After he moved to Sweden, however, he started to
refer to political models of Western European countries as a framework for the
solution of the Kurdish issue in Turkey.
The historian Hamit Bozarslan makes a distinction between “Kurdish
nationalism” and the “Kurdish issue” in Turkey. Although these two are closely
interrelated, argues Bozarslan, it is not possible to identify one with the other.
While Kurdish nationalism aims at the establishment of an administrative
structure based on Kurdishness, the Kurdish issue is a social and national
question of Republican Turkey. In this sense, the Kurdish issue is a product of
the exclusionary policies of Republican Turkey, which “reserve a place solely
to Turkishness in history, culture and education and excludes all sorts of
identity and belonging other than Turkishness.”54
But what makes Mehmed Emin Bozarslan a noteworthy intellectual?55
First, Bozarslan’s madrasa education demonstrates that madrasa
instruction continued in the Kurdish regions well after their closure in 1924
with the Tevhid-i Tedrisat Kanunu (Law on the Unification of Education).
More strikingly, the madrasas ensured the survival and transmission of the
Kurdish-Islamic belonging against the Turkifying and secularist policies of the
state. For a long time, the Kurdish population of the country preferred
madrasas to modern schools, since the language of instruction was Kurdish in
the former.56 Even for decades after their official closure in 1924, madrasa
education continued in Kurdish regions underground.57 As Martin van
Bruinessen notes, they have been closely associated with Kurdish identity:
The ban in fact may have strengthened the association of the madrasa
with Kurdish identity, which was suppressed at the same time. Kurdish
mullahs were prominent among those who kept an awareness of
Kurdish identity alive during the years when the state most forcefully
imposed cultural assimilation.58

Zeynelabidin Zınar, a mullah from the province of Batman living in Sweden
as well, highlights this point:
Apart from being centers of education in Kurdish, Arabic and to some
extent Persian, they [medreses] were also the places where Kurdish cultural
tradition and an awareness of Kurdish identity were kept alive. Kurdish
custom and tradition (adet) was maintained in the medreses, and it was
here that something of a Kurdish national character was forged.59

Moreover, as van Bruinessen points out, mullahs and madrasas contributed
to the promotion of “Kurdish national awareness” at the expense of social
and regional differences among madrasa students:
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They [village mullahs] played a major role in the emergence of Kurdish
national awareness and in integrating different parts of Kurdistan; the
students of each madrasa came from a variety of regional and social
backgrounds, tribal ties were irrelevant, the Kurdish language was
cultivated.60

Bozarslan’s depiction of madrasas versus 3mam Hatip schools is quite
interesting. He notes that those who studied in madrasas were the children of
poor and oppressed peasants. They tended to acquire a more socialist and
revolutionary outlook. He notes that there are a large number of young
mullahs educated in village madrasas and that they are participants of
“anti-imperialist, anti-feudal, anti-capitalist, anti-Chauvin revolutionary
struggle.”61 This observation gives us a sense of Bozarslan’s sense of self.
Hence, one can argue that the madrasas in the Kurdish regions in the post1924 period have functioned as of sites of resistance and survival for KurdishIslamic belonging against the forceful imposition of nationalist and secularist
policies of the Turkish nation-state.62
However, the facts that madrasas and mullahs have been sites and agents
of resistance and survival for Kurdish-Islamic belonging against the state does
not necessarily mean that the state and Kurdish mullahs were mutually
exclusive. On the contrary, the relationship between the state and the Kurdish
periphery is one of cooptation and incorporation as much as it has been one
of contestation and conflict, as was seen in “the civil-war like situation in the
1920s and 1930s.”63 As can be seen in Bozarslan’s books Dogunun Sorunları
and Hilafet ve Ümmetçilik Sorunu, the process of incorporation worked well
to a certain degree, since his discourse was shaped with frequent references
to the constitution and citizenship rights for “Eastern citizens of the state”
(dogulu vatandaßlar).
Bozarslan’s case also shows us that the study of Kurdish “ulama is a crucial
contribution to existing studies on “ulama in contemporary Muslim societies.
The main reason is that Kurdish language and identity have been denied and
marginalized in the four nation-states under whose rule the Kurds have been
living. Muhammad Qasim Zaman, in his work on “ulama in contemporary
Islam, indicates that:
Yet we should also be wary of the temptation to reduce the “ulama’s
activism to either the failed manipulation of the governing elite or to the
ambiguities of the latter’s ample rhetoric. We need to give more credit,
as it were, to the “ulama themselves, to their efforts in the cause of what
they take to be the imperatives of the Islamic tradition and what they
regard as their own proper role in upholding those imperatives.
The same, mutatis mutandis, is true of other contemporary Muslim
societies.64
© 2009 Hartford Seminary.
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Although Zaman’s emphasis on giving credit to the “ulama themselves is
well-taken, in the context of Kurdish “ulama, one can see a different picture
emanating from the specific social, political and historical context of the
Kurdish issue: alongside their engagement with upholding and promoting
Islamic ideals as the “traditional intelligentsia” in their society, the Kurdish
“ulama have dealt with the question of their people’s oppression brought
about by the Turkish, Arab and Iranian nation-states. Bozarslan is not an
exceptional mullah in this regard, as previous references to various studies by
Bozarslan, Zınar and van Bruinessen show.65 Indeed there is also a very
interesting example from Iranian Kurdistan: Sheikh Ezeddin Hosseini:
Shaikh Ezzeddin Hoseini was born in Bane in Iran in 1921. As a young
mullah in 1942 he joined the first Kurdish nationalist organization in the
Mahabad region, Komala J-K, which later merged into the more broadly
based Kurdistan Democratic Party of Qazi Mohammad. In 1967 he became
the imam of Mahabad’s principal mosque. During the Iranian revolution
he emerged as a charismatic leader speaking for Kurdish rights. In 1979
he negotiated with Tehran on behalf of the Kurds. The government
offensive of 1980 forced him to flee Iran. He currently lives in Sweden.66

Sheikh Ezeddin Hosseini views himself as a “roohaane-ye mutaraqqi
va rowshanfekr” (a progressive and enlightened cleric). He taught for about
30 years in madrasas in Iranian Kurdistan and disagreed with Khomeini about
whether clerics should have political power and is of the persuasion that
religious and state affairs should be separate from each other and clerics
should not hold political power. Also, he emphasizes that the Kurds of Iran
must have autonomy. Hosseini left Iran for France in 1982.67 The Kurdish
intellectual and political activist Naci Kutlay, from the province of Agrı, notes
that he met with Hosseini in the 1980s in Uppsala. He reports from Hosseini
that the latter raised an armed revolt against Khomeini when he turned down
Kurdish democratic demands.68
The importance of Kurdish ulama can also be seen in Syria. Harriet
Montgomery in the work about Kurds in Syria notes the following: Lieutenant
Muhammad Talib Hilal was the figure who was in charge of domestic security
of the al-Hasaka region under the Ba’ath rule in Syria. In 1963 he prepared a
secret report on the Kurdish question in the Jazira region. One of the strategies
of the report was to exchange the Arab ulama with the Kurdish ones.
Moreover, it was proposed that: “Religious titles should be taken from Kurdish
ulama and these ulama should be sent to inner regions in Syria. Arab
nationalist ulama, on the other hand, should be sent to the Kurdish regions.”69
Having looked at different examples of Kurdish ulama as agents of
Kurdish social and political concerns in the Middle East in general, now let us
again turn to the discussion of Bozarslan. Earlier it was noted that Bozarslan’s
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work in 1964 became very controversial in the region. Thus, a closer look at
the reception of Bozarslan’s works amongst Kurdish literati and political
activists would be useful. Mehdi Zana, the mayor of Diyarbakır in the late
1970s, in his memoirs notes that Bozarslan’s book aroused so much
controversy that there were even fetwas given for Bozarslan’s death. Zana also
adds that he and his friends invited Bozarslan to Silvan, a district of Diyarbakır
for a debate with other mullabs about his book 3slamiyet Açısından Íeyhlik ve
Agalık. The other mullahs could not win the debate and some of them even
became convinced of Bozarslan’s arguments. A Kurdish writer and journalist
by the name of Abdurrahman Efem also wrote a response to Bozarslan.70 Efem
totally dismisses Bozarslan’s work as being written under the influence of three
ideologies that are deviant from a religious point of view. These ideologies are
Wahhabism, Masonry and communism. He also adds that Bozarslan’s aim is to
use religion as an instrument at the service of some of these ideologies. 71
He attacks Bozarslan for being an enemy of religion who “interprets verses of
the Qur’an for the propaganda of communism as can be seen in Bozarslan’s
approach to the question of land reform.”72
A later work referring to Bozarslan’s works is Müfid Yüksel’s book
Kürdistan”da Degißim Süreci (The Process of Change in Kurdistan), published
in 1993. This book provides valuable information about the history of the
madrasa in the district of Norßin in the province of Bitlis and the spread of
Naqshibandiyya in the Kurdish regions alongside madrasas. Throughout the
book, one can see that Yüksel sounds impatient with the process of change
that has been under way in the Kurdish regions. There is a strong resentment
originating from the gradual disappearance of the “Naqshibandi Sheikh
aristocracy in Kurdistan,” a process which, Yüksel points out, corresponds to
the 1950s and 60s. Yüksel says there are several “atheist, nationalist, MarxistLeninist” mullahs such as Cegerxwîn, Bozarslan and a few others acting as
leaders of Kurdish nationalism.73 Yüksel’s argument, however, is seriously
misleading. Based on a reading of his writings in the 1960s and 70s, it seems
completely inaccurate to call Bozarslan an “atheist, nationalist” and it is a total
misrepresentation of what Bozarslan has been trying to do.74 In none of his
works can one see Bozarslan propagating atheism. Likewise, it is not possible
to call him a Kurdish nationalist either, as his main concern since the 1960s has
been to voice the denial, oppression and marginalization of Kurdish identity,
culture and language.75
Finally, Bozarslan’s intellectual evolution from the 1960s through the 2000s
is interesting because it is one of the many different manifestations of
responses from the Kurdish periphery to the modernization project. These
responses have ranged from armed uprising to successful assimilation to
Turkishness, from the contestation of the state through the circulation of oral
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literature to legal party politics in the 1990s and 2000s. Bozarslan has always
been a socially and politically engaged intellectual writing works on Kurdish
history, language and literature. He has voiced Kurdish concerns from within
a legal, democratic and constitutional framework. However, his proposals
were not paid any attention by the ruling center of the country. What
Bozarslan’s Dogunun Sorunları in 1966 could not, unfortunately, achieve
seems to now be a hot topic on the social and political agenda of the country
in the 2000s, mostly, it seems, as a result of European Union requirements. Yet
the losses remain incalculable: tens of thousands of people were killed, tens
of thousands were wounded and millions have been displaced in the last three
decades of armed conflict. What Bozarslan’s works did result in, however, was
that he was subjected to different sorts of violence instead, which is why he
had to leave such an “insecure environment”76 as Turkey. Nevertheless,
Bozarslan has not stopped voicing Kurdish concerns. On the contrary, since
his departure from Turkey in 1979, he has made invaluable contributions to
research on Kurdish history, language and literature.
“A guide for poor Kurds,” Mehmed Emin Bozarslan has been a hıßyar
(awake), a zana (wise, learned) and thus, a revolutionary mullah:
Tu rêberê Kurdên reben,
Ma nabêni zıncir û ben?
Dımrın lı çolan bê kefen
Disa tu ranabi, mela
...
Gava ku dezgeh hin bıbi
Qey gawır û bê din dıbi?
Yan rengê Rûs û Çin dıbi
Hıßyar û zana bi, mela?77
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Appendix 2: The Report of the Presidency of Religious
Affairs on Bozarslan’s book, November 6, 1964
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Appendix 3: M. Salih Tanrıverdi and P. Aziz Günel’s
letter to the prime minister, dated November 13,
1965
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You, the guide of the poor Kurds,
Do you not see the[ir] chains and bonds?
They are dying in the wilderness without a shroud
You still do not wake up, mullah
...
If you learnt about institutions,
Would you become infidel and irreligious?
Or would you be of the color of Russia and China,
If you were awake and wise, mullah?
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